Cellulite is a cosmetic skin problem that affects women. This condition is characterized by lumpy of dimpled skin at thighs, buttocks and hips. Since the condition occurs at the private parts, many women do not seek treatment at all. This condition can affect sex/family life. Cellulite is also known by the terms ‘orange peel syndrome’, ‘cottage cheese skin’, ‘the mattress phenomenon’ and ‘hail damage’. People usually think this condition is associated with overweight. However, it is not the case. You can get cellulite, even if you have a perfectly toned body.

The cause of cellulite formation: It appears on the subcutaneous layer. Fat cells found below the skin retain water and expand themselves. Thus, the fat cells in this area stretch out. The connective tissue surrounding the fat cells contracts and hardens. This leads to non-flexible skin. The fat tissue continues to expand, while the connective tissue remains the same. This is why certain portions of skin appears pulled down, while other parts are bulged out. It gives the appearance of cottage cheese and hence the name 'cottage cheese skin'.

You can see these lumps on your thighs, hips and love handles. There is fluid accumulation below the skin. The skin becomes sore when massaged.

How CelluliteClear Helps

CelluliteClear, the herbal food supplement for Cellulite formation is an effective remedy for this condition. It works by mobilizing the subcutaneous. The fat tissue is used in energy synthesis. This leads to release of pressure from the subcutaneous chambers. The hardened connective tissue is repaired by adding new parallel fibres of new collagen. This returns the stretching/tensile strength. Thus, the dimpling or cottage cheese looks are removed. The normalization of fat and connective tissue also eliminates water loading beneath the skin. It also normalizes hormonal action.

In essence, CelluliteClear reverses the underlying causes of cellulite formation. It may take a few weeks before you can start seeing results. However, with CelluliteClear, you will get that skin you earnestly long for.

CelluliteClear Dosage

Persons aged 18 years or more can take two capsules once every 12 hours, with lukewarm water. Don't take food 60 minutes before or after taking the capsules. Take optimum quantity of water, as it is needed to eliminate bodily toxins and wastes.

CelluliteClear doesn't have any side effects or healing crisis.